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Reliable brake solutions 
for the stages of this world

 For more than 100 years, the company mayr ® power 
transmission has stood for innovations and premium quality. 
Today, the family-run company from the Allgäu region is the 
world market leader in the field of stage brakes: Products 
manufactured in Mauerstetten make their appearance on the 
big theatre and opera stages of this world on a daily basis. 
But even in case of large-scale sporting events, such as at 
the Football World Championships or the opening ceremony 
of the Olympic Games, during large TV productions or on 
state of the art cruise ships — mayr ® brakes, clutches and 
couplings are live on set and secure machine movements in 
front of and behind the scenery.

 Stage brakes by mayr ® power transmission are 
configurable for comprehensive brake monitoring. They 
can guarantee maximum operational and functional safety 
due to the permanent monitoring of the brake condition 
and the optimisation of the friction system. In addition, 
mayr ® is the first manufacturer to equip its stage brakes 
with a unique contactless release monitoring system. This 
contributes substantially to providing maximum reliability. 
Never compromise on safety.
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Olympic-standard  
performance

 The 2012 Olympic Games in London began with an 
impressive opening ceremony. The audience was able to 
experience England’s development as an industrialised 
nation ‘live’.  Among other things, six 36-metre high industrial 
chimneys with outer walls made of printed fabric rose from 
the ground. In order to stabilise the fabric housing as the 
chimneys rose, thus creating the impression of a massive 
wall, frictionally-locking torque limiters by mayr ® power 
transmission were used. Whilst one winch pulled the upper 
frame of the chimney upwards, the drive of the second winch, 
which was located in the pedestal, moved against the pulling 
direction with relative speed and held the wire rope under 
tension. The differential speed between the two winches 
was compensated for through permanently slipping torque 
limiters in a special design. They were able to cope with the 
special requirements caused by the generated thermal load. 

ROBA®-slip hubs 
The load-holding, frictionally-locking  
torque limiters

 ● Load-holding slip clutch
 ● Robust and reliable 
 ● Easy installation and handling
 ● Suitable for large friction work values  

and high torques
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World class – mayr ®-brakes  
at the World Cup Final

 Germany won the Football World Cup in Brazil, and mayr ® 
power transmission was represented live at the final in Rio de 
Janeiro, as ROBA-stop®-silenzio® brakes secured the flying 
camera above the football field in the stadium, guaranteeing 
maximum functional and operational safety.
This is particularly important when the camera is suspended 
above the audience and the players. The brakes hold the 
cameras safely in position, making sure that the camera stops 
and does not fall uncontrollably in case of malfunctions, for 
example in case of power failure.  

ROBA-stop®-silenzio®-brakes
The quietest safety brakes on the market

 ● Dual-circuit brake as redundant brake system
 ● Extremely short construction length 
 ● Easy installation 
 ● High availability
 ● Fast switching time
 ● 100% quality control
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Taking the lift up to 
the ski jump

 The famous venue for the Vierschanzentournee (Four 
Hills Tournament) and the World Cup is the ski jumping area 
close to Oberstdorf with its Schattenbergschanze. Here, 
an inclined ski lift transports both the ski jumpers and the 
visitors from the end of the jump to the foot of the jumping 
tower. The speed-regulated drive at the lift’s top station 
is equipped with a ROBA-stop®-Z safety brake. In normal 
operation, it works solely as a holding brake. In case of 
emergency stop or power failure, it stops the cabin safely 
– independently of whether the cabin is in a steep or flat 
section and independent of the load.

ROBA-stop®-Z
The cost-effective dual-circuit safety brake

 ● Dual-circuit brake in compact design
 ● Low-noise operation
 ● Unique double rotor design
 ● Easy installation and maintenance
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Safe stage technology for the 
“Bird’s Nest” in Beijing

 ROBA-stop®-silenzio® brakes were also used at the opening 
and closing ceremonies of the 2008 Olympic Games at the 
famous national stadium in Beijing. They safeguard the rope 
hoists, which are used to move, for example, the headlights, 
the decoration, but also the actors. The suspended loads 
must not only be moved and braked, but must also be held 
in a certain position accurate to the millimetre. More than 
one billion people worldwide watched the opening ceremony 
by Director-in-Chief Zhang Yimou.

ROBA-stop®-silenzio®-brakes
The quiestest safety brakes on the market

 ● Dual-circuit brake as redundant brake system
 ● Extremely short construction length 
 ● Easy installation
 ● Consistently low noise level
 ● Carefully selected and tested friction lining pairings
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The Cultural Centre on
the coast of Norway

 The Stavanger Cultural Centre in Norway is situated 
adjacent to the sea. In 2012, the new concert hall, which 
consists of two complementary concert halls, was opened 
there. This is where classic, rock, pop and jazz meet. The 
state-of-the-art stage technology featured in both halls is 
able to meet all the different specifications, requirements 
and demands. In the stage drives, the low-noise ROBA-
stop®-silenzio® safety brakes guarantee safe and smooth 
operation.

ROBA-stop®-silenzio®-brakes
The quietest safety brakes on the market

 ● Dual-circuit brake as redundant brake system
 ● Extremely short construction length 
 ● Easy installation 
 ● Consistently low noise level
 ● Reliable braking torque transmission
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Technology for the stronghold 
of Russian ballet

 The Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow is one of the largest 
and most important venues for opera and ballet in Russia, 
representing Russian culture like no other theatre. Today the 
theatre, the origins of which can be traced back to 1776, 
employs approximately 900 staff members and provides 
space for approximately 1,800 guests. Several hundred 
scenery hoists and stage light hoists, which can lift and 
lower loads of up to one ton, work in its overhead machinery. 
In the drives, ROBA®-quatrostop safety brakes are used. 
These systems feature several individually switchable and 
testable brake circuits. They are redundant and gentle on 
components, functioning without braking torque doubling in 
case of emergency stop braking actions.   

ROBA®-quatrostop
The extremely compact multi-circuit brake

 ● Several individually switchable and  
testable brake circuits

 ● Redundant without braking torque doubling
 ● Gentle braking which ensures long service life  

of components
 ● Lightweight connection construction
 ● Adapted product design
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New Year’s Concert 
in Vienna

  The New Year’s Concert of the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra is perhaps the best-known New Year’s Concert 
worldwide. The concert, which takes place every year in 
the famous Great Hall of the Viennese Music Association, 
is broadcast live in more than 70 countries, reaching almost 
50 million viewers and listeners. For the broadcast, flying 
cameras are used amongst other things; these cameras are 
secured by ROBA-stop®-silenzio® brakes. Firstly, it is very 
important that the cameras are held safely in position and 
do not sink uncontrollably whilst moving over audience 
and musicians. Secondly, it is crucial that the brakes work 
particularly quietly in case of sensitive recordings, such as a 
classic concert.        

ROBA-stop®-silenzio®-brakes
The quietest safety brakes on the market

 ● Dual-circuit brake as redundant brake system
 ● Extremely short construction length 
 ● Easy installation
 ● Consistently low noise level
 ● Application-optimised
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Great talents  
behind the scenes

 It is the centre of attraction for opera fans from all over 
the world – the Bavarian State Opera. Offering approximately 
2,100 seats, the classical style building is the largest opera 
house in Germany and is considered one of the most beautiful 
in Europe. Each year, approximately 600,000 guests visit 
around 450 performances – apart from opera, also concerts 
and ballet shows. Behind the scenes, in scenery hoists and 
skylight hoists, ROBA-stop®-silenzio® stage brakes with 
reliable, contactless release monitoring guarantee maximum 
functional and operational safety – as stage drives must 
work reliably during a performance. With their contactless 
release monitoring, mayr ® power transmission is the first 
manufacturer to offer a contactless system with an inductive 
proximity sensor. It registers the operating condition of the 
brake and authorises the motor to start up only after release.    

Unique:  
Contactless relaease monitoring  
for ROBA-stop® safety brakes

 ● Wear-free
 ● Resistant
 ● Magnetic field-resistant
 ● Reliable
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A perfect performance

 The technical complexity proved immense when it came 
to turning the Dusseldorf Arena into a gigantic television 
studio for the Eurovision Song Contest 2011. Stage elements 
weighing several tonnes had to be moved above the heads 
of the audience and the artists during the complex scenery 
changes. In the chain hoists used for this purpose, stage 
brakes by mayr ® power transmission, such as the ROBA®-
secustop, guaranteed uncompromising safety.

ROBA®-secustop
Double brake for chain hoists and hoisting devices

 ● Easy installation without adjustment work
 ● Maintenance-free due to wear-free and durable 

brake linings
 ● Low-noise
 ● Installation space-optimised
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Ocean liners –  
top-class entertainment

 With a length of 360 metres and construction costs of 
approximately EUR 800 million, the Oasis of the Seas is one 
of the largest and most expensive cruise ships ever built. 
The ship, which belongs to the Royal Caribbean International 
shipping company, offers holidaymakers on board top-class 
entertainment, for example the “Rising Tide Bar”, a bar for 
approximately 50 guests, which moves up and down between 
Deck 5 and Deck 8 in the heart of the ship. mayr ® power 
transmission produced a tailor-made complete solution for 
the bar’s lift drive; it consists of a ROBA®-diskstop® safety 
brake, a backlash-free ROBA®-DS shaft coupling and a 
reliable EAS®-Compact® overload clutch.  

ROBA®-diskstop®

Safety brakes for brake disks

 ● Attractive solution for large braking torques
 ● Low noise operation 
 ● Mechanic and electrical release
 ● High energy absorption capability
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Flying  
artistes

 Whether it is Tarzan swinging on lianas through the jungle 
on the musical stage, Spiderman darting through New York’s 
skyscraper canyons in a film, Peter Pan flying to Never 
Never Land or Celine Dion “taking off” in a spectacular 
stage performance – during flight scenes in theatres, films 
and TV productions, the safety of the artists and stuntmen 
always comes first. With its ROBA-stop®-silenzio® brakes, 
mayr ® power transmission provides the ideal solution for 
airframes: The redundant safety brakes comply with the 
strict requirements of BGV C1 and EN 81 and reliably provide 
maximum functional and operational safety wherever people 
have to be held and moved.

ROBA-stop®-silenzio®-brakes
The quietest safety brakes on the market

 ● Dual-circuit brake as redundant brake system
 ● Extremely short construction length 
 ● Easy installation
 ● Consistently low noise level
 ● Application-optimised
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Representatives

More representatives:

Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Hongkong, Hungary, Indonesia, Israel,  
Luxembourg, Malaysia, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,  
South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, Turkey
You can find the complete address for the representative responsible for your area under www.mayr.com in the internet.

Headquarters 

Chr. Mayr GmbH + Co. KG
Eichenstraße 1, D-87665 Mauerstetten
Tel.: +49 83 41/8 04-0, Fax: +49 83 41/80 44 21
www.mayr.com, E-Mail: info@mayr.com

Branch office

Service Germany

Baden-Württemberg
Esslinger Straße 7
70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
Tel.: 07 11/45 96 01 0
Fax: 07 11/45 96 01 10

Bavaria
Eichenstraße 1
87665 Mauerstetten
Tel.: 0 83 41/80 41 04
Fax: 0 83 41/80 44 23

Chemnitz
Bornaer Straße 205
09114 Chemnitz
Tel.: 03 71/4 74 18 96
Fax: 03 71/4 74 18 95

Franken
Unterer Markt 9
91217 Hersbruck
Tel.: 0 91 51/81 48 64
Fax: 0 91 51/81 62 45

Kamen
Lünener Straße 211
59174 Kamen
Tel.: 0 23 07/23 63 85
Fax: 0 23 07/24 26 74

North
Schiefer Brink 8
32699 Extertal
Tel.: 0 57 54/9 20 77
Fax: 0 57 54/9 20 78

Rhine-Main
Hans-Böckler-Straße 6
64823 Groß-Umstadt 
Tel.: 0 60 78/7 82 53 37
Fax:  0 60 78/9 30 08 00

China
Mayr Zhangjiagang
Power Transmission Co., Ltd. 
Changxing Road No. 16,
215600 Zhangjiagang
Tel.: 05 12/58 91-75 65
Fax: 05 12/58 91-75 66
info@mayr-ptc.cn

Great Britain
Mayr Transmissions Ltd.
Valley Road, Business Park
Keighley, BD21 4LZ
West Yorkshire
Tel.: 0 15 35/66 39 00
Fax: 0 15 35/66 32 61
sales@mayr.co.uk

France
Mayr France S.A.S.
Z.A.L. du Minopole
Rue Nungesser et Coli
62160 Bully-Les-Mines
Tel.: 03.21.72.91.91
Fax: 03.21.29.71.77
contact@mayr.fr

Italy
Mayr Italia S.r.l.
Viale Veneto, 3
35020 Saonara (PD)
Tel.: 0498/79 10 20
Fax: 0498/79 10 22
info@mayr-italia.it

Singapore
Mayr Transmission (S) PTE Ltd.
No. 8 Boon Lay Way Unit 03-06, 
TradeHub 21
Singapore 609964 
Tel.: 00 65/65 60 12 30
Fax: 00 65/65 60 10 00
info@mayr.com.sg

Switzerland
Mayr Kupplungen AG
Tobeläckerstraße 11
8212 Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Tel.: 0 52/6 74 08 70
Fax: 0 52/6 74 08 75
info@mayr.ch

USA
Mayr Corporation
4 North Street
Waldwick
NJ 07463
Tel.: 2 01/4 45-72 10
Fax: 2 01/4 45-80 19
info@mayrcorp.com

Australia
Regal Beloit Australia Pty Ltd.
19 Corporate Ave
03178 Rowville, Victoria
Australien
Tel.: 0 3/92 37 40 00
Fax: 0 3/92 37 40 80
salesAUvic@regalbeloit.com 

India
National Engineering
Company (NENCO)
J-225, M.I.D.C. 
Bhosari Pune 411026
Tel.: 0 20/27 13 00 29
Fax: 0 20/27 13 02 29
nenco@nenco.org

Japan
MATSUI Corporation
2-4-7 Azabudai
Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-8641
Tel.: 03/35 86-41 41
Fax: 03/32 24 24 10
k.goto@matsui-corp.co.jp

Netherlands
Groneman BV 
Amarilstraat 11
7554 TV Hengelo OV
Tel.: 074/2 55 11 40
Fax: 074/2 55 11 09
aandrijftechniek@groneman.nl

Poland
Wamex Sp. z o.o. 
ul. Pozaryskiego, 28
04-703 Warszawa
Tel.: 0 22/6 15 90 80
Fax: 0 22/8 15 61 80
wamex@wamex.com.pl

South Korea
Mayr Korea Co. Ltd.
Room No.1002, 10th floor, 
Nex Zone, SK TECHNOPARK, 
77-1, SungSan-Dong,  
SungSan-Gu, Changwon, Korea
Tel.: 0 55/2 62-40 24
Fax: 0 55/2 62-40 25
info@mayrkorea.com

Taiwan
German Tech Auto Co., Ltd.
No. 28, Fenggong Zhong Road, 
Shengang Dist.,
Taichung City 429, Taiwan R.O.C.
Tel.: 04/25 15 05 66
Fax: 04/25 15 24 13
abby@zfgta.com.tw

Czech Republic
BMC - TECH s.r.o.
Hviezdoslavova 29 b
62700 Brno
Tel.: 05/45 22 60 47
Fax: 05/45 22 60 48
info@bmc-tech.cz

Hagen
Im Langenstück 6
58093 Hagen
Tel.: 0 23 31/78 03 0
Fax: 0 23 31/78 03 25
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